BACKSTORY
For untold centuries, Stonewatch, a massive underground city located beneath the Godsfell
Mountains, has stood as the shining jewel of the dwarven people. And for an equal amount of
time, riches have flowed like water from its gates courtesy of The Father’s
Gift - a legendary vein of ore said to make even the vast riches of the ancient kings seem like mere
trinkets in comparison.
Under the rule of the Irongaard clan, there came a time of prosperity, peace and trade with the
neighbouring kingdoms. But the opulence of the dwarves also attracted attention of a less
savoury nature.
The greedy eyes of the vile Cragtraw and the scheming bandits were ever vigilant in searching for
avenues that would allow them to take, either by force or guile, the riches of the dwarves and claim
them for their own.
The Dwarves were unbending in their defense though, and they kept their foes at bay, repelling attack after attack. But their enemies were persistent. Every bauble
they stole, no matter how small, served only to further incite their greed.
In time, their patience paid off. The tunnels beneath the Godsfell Mountains were numerous and
even after centuries of diligent exploration by the dwarves, many remained unexplored. Eventually,
they found a way in. One that would bypass the nearly impenetrable gates that served as Stonewatch’s vanguard.
Following this discovery, a great conclave was called among the Dwarves’ many enemies. After
much petty squabbling, they pledged to form a dark alliance aimed at crushing Stonewatch and
seizing The Father’s Gift from the great kingdom that had so long vexed them. So, it was that the
Great War began during the watch of Gildor Irongaard, the seventh king of his line.
Now, the war is finally over. With the swing of an axe, the head of Gorve Bloodclaw,
mightiest of the Stalagtroll chieftains, was cleaved from his shoulders.
Their morale broken, the remnants of his forces scattered, bringing an end to the years of
misery and bloodshed. The victory has been a costly one, though. Stonewatch lies in ruins.
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No king sits upon the Stone Throne. Worst of all, the Father’s Gift has been lost. The mines leading
to
it have been collapsed to prevent their enemies from gaining a foothold.
It is a dark time for the Dwarves but perhaps it need not be. There are rumours that the many
battles of the war opened up new tunnels to the deep passages previously
unknown. Perhaps one of these will lead back to the Gift, allowing its riches to once more inspire
the Dwarven people with the drive they need to rebuild their once great civilization.
Whoever can find it will be hailed a hero and saviour. The Stone Throne will be theirs for the
taking.
Will you undertake this quest? Are you brave enough to explore the dark confines of the collapsed
tunnels, abandoned mines, and whatever may be waiting inside them?
Are you clever enough to outsmart those who are likewise searching for the Father’s Gift?
Only time will tell if you have what it takes to survive what lies Beneath.

GAMe OBJECTIVE
Take your heroic Dwarf on a quest through a series of ancient mines, finding long lost gold and
treasures, Unlike most Dungeon crawlers Beneath is a player vs player board game.
Will you find all pieces of the lost ancient scroll before your mighty opponents?
Beneath is a 2 to 4 player game. Each player pits their wits against one another, mining,
trapping, stealing and fighting. Overcome challenges, traps and monsters by acquiring powerful
weapons, skills and items.
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Whats in the Box
———Boards———
1 x Top Game Board.
1 x Scene Game board.
4 x Player Boards.
4 x Monster Boards.
———Cards———
30+ x Weapon Cards.
24 x Skill Cards.
24 x Map Cards.

———Miniatures———
4 x Dwarf Miniatures.
4 x Monster Miniatures.
———3D Pieces———
66 x Stackable Rock Pieces.
12 x Fire Pieces.
12 x Granite Pieces.

———Tokens———
80 x Gold Tokens.
30 + Skill Tokens.
20 + Misc Tokens.
———Dice———
18 x Dice.
———Rules———
1 x Rule Book.
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ROCKS, FIRES & GRANITE
ROCKS

Rocks are mined throughout each map. They may be stacked up to four
tiers high. The height is indicated on the selected map.
Once the bottom rock of a single space has been mined, only then may a
token be chosen from the loot pile. (This will be explained further)

FIRES

Fires may already be inside selected maps as shown on the map cards or
placed by an opponent to trap and or damage a fellow Dwarf or trap a
Monster. When Fire is stood on or walked over, the damage recived affects
your life points directly regardless of your armor.
The amount of damage is indicated on the selected map. This may not be
mined or put out unless otherwise stated by an item.

GRANITE

Granite is the hardest rock formation known to the Dwarves.
It may not be mined unless otherwise stated by an item.
These can be used to block an opposing Dwarf or Monster.
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DWARVES
WODIN IRONGAARD

The most efficient miner in the game. He is an all-rounder and a
well-balanced Dwarf.

DURUNN GRANITEBANE

The best of the best when it comes to explosives. He can deal damages to
multiple targets but is sometimes unreliable at hitting them.

MORBAR BLOODHAND

The least effective miner of the group. But then again, why mine when
you can steal?

ERROL HAMMERFIST

The strongest of the Dwarves. His skills range mainly focuses on
player VS player attacking.
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MONSTERS
TREMOR WORM

Tremor Worms are rock burrowing beasts. They are known to change their
targets frequently.

CRAGTRAW

Most Cragtraws are lazy and scheming. They are known to command the
Stalagtroll to do their dirty work for them. Watch out for their bone maces!

STALAGTROLL

Having distant relations to the Troll Family, the Stalagtrolls gain life over
time. It’s been said that Cragtraws send these beasts into battle to do their
dirty work for them.

DEEP ROC

This ancient beast is known to deal splash damage to opponents. It’s been
said that Deep Rocs are remnants of an ancient enchanted army. Deep Rocs
carry a Ruby heart which has magical properties.
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DWARF PLAYER BOARDs
Dwarf’s Name
All weapons and skills
purchased must be for this
character. This does not
include items unless stated.

Life Points
Your life points are
counted here, once you reach
0 life points you are knocked
out of the current map.

Armor
Your purchased armor is
placed here. You may only
carry one armor at a time.

Weapon
Your purchased
weapon is placed
here. You may
only carry one
weapon at a time
unless otherwise
stated.

Leather Bag
Your purchased
Leather Bag
card is placed
here.

Skills
Your purchased
Skill Cards are
placed here. If you
buy more than
one skill, they are
placed next to the
first skill.

Treasure Chest
Your purchased
Treasure Chest
card is placed
here.

Backpack
Gold and Loot are
held here. Place
your tokens upside
down as these may
be stolen or lost.

Shield
Your purchased
shield is placed
here. You may
only carry one
shield at a time.

Item Vault
Your purchased items are
placed here. You may only
have as many items as you
have available spaces.

ie. The Dwarven Miner has three
item spaces. If you purchase an
item that is stackable, then you
may have more than one card of
the same type. (Different kinds
of Fire items can be stacked on
other fire items, Granite items
can be stacked on other granite
items etc…)

Armor Points
Your armor points are counted
here, armor points usually
decrease before life points.

Movement Points
Your movement points
are counted here, this
determine show many
spaces you can move
per turn.

Footware
Your purchased footwear is
placed here. You may only
carry one footware item at a
time.
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Types of Maps

There are four types of maps in Beneath each map has its own storyline and some have their own
map attributes. The types of maps are Easy, Medium, Hard, and Nightmare. When starting out you
must play an Easy map and progress to a Medium map.
CHOOSING YOUR NEXT MAP
Selecting the next map is done based on the previous map played. You may only move one difficulty
level lower or higher than the previously completed map.
Examples:
•If you have played an Easy map, the next map you will play must be from the top of the Medium map stack.
•If you have just played a Hard map, you can either choose a Medium map (1 difficulty level lower) or a Nightmare map
(1 difficulty level higher)
•If you have just played a Nightmare map, you must play a Hard map (1 difficulty level lower) as there are no harder
level maps than Nightmare.

Easy
All Easy maps are non-player vs. player.
You may not attack other Dwarfs.
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Hard
Hard maps offer more gold than Medium
maps and give better odds of finding an
Ancient Scroll Token. Be careful though, you
might also find a monster lurking in the dark.

Medium
Medium maps offer a little more gold
than the Easy maps with a small chance
at finding an Ancient Scroll Token.

Nightmare
Nightmare maps have the best chance of finding
vast amounts of Gold and Ancient Scroll Tokens.
But beware! The deeper into the mines you go,
the more vicious the monsters you may find.

Map layout
Starting Position
This symbol shows your starting position,
each player will choose the position closest
to them, Only one Dwarf may start in each
location.

Map Name
Map Difficulty Level

Back Story
Gold Token
These tokens
may be picked
up when your
dwarf is standing adjacent to
them.

Map Attributes
Some maps have
special rules to
be played, These
rules must not be
ignored.

Legend
This is a colour
key for the map.

Map Conditions
Indicates the height of the rock stack and
other map stipulations.
ie. On this map, it is forbidden to attack
any other players. No damage will be
taken even when it is accidentally dealt.

Loot
This denotes the
tokens which
make up the loot
pile for this map.

Building The Map.
Place Rock, Fire, Granite and Tokens on the map according to the Legend seen at the bottom of the map card. The
height of rocks in each stack is shown in the map conditions. It is important to read all the information on each card
before you purchase items from the merchant or start playing each map as some items may be more useful in some
map layouts.
All maps will show the description and conditions: the loot found inside the map, the height of the rocks, and the
damage that will be inflicted by the fire in that map. It may also have special features written on them.
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Types of Cards
Dwarf Class
Indicates which
Dwarf can use the
weapon.

weapon card
Dice
The colour and
quantity of dice to
be used when
mining or attacking.
ie. This weapon
uses one purple die.
If there was a 2 then
you would use 2
purple dice.

Tier Level
You must acquire
the previous tier
before you can
purchase a higher
level weapon.
Weapon Name

Weapon Cost

Special Abilities

WEAPONS – When buying a new
weapon, you should already own a
weapon of the same tier or lower.
For example, if you want to buy a
Tier 3 weapon, you must have
previously purchased Tier 1 and 2
weapons.
Once you have purchased a new
weapon, the old one goes back to the
Merchant. You do not get any Gold
for an old weapon unless stated on
the card.
Weapons are to be placed on the right
of the
symbol.

item card
ITEMS – When buying items, you must have
space to hold the new item/s. They are stored under
the player board with this symbol
Armor, Shields, Boots, Leather Bags, and Treasure
Chests have their own card places on the player
board.
If you have unwanted item/s that you wish to sell,
you may sell it back to the Merchant for half of its
original cost (rounded down to the nearest Gold).
Items may only be used whilst it is your turn. They
can be used before or after any Movement, Mining
or Attacking phase. You may only use each item
once per turn. For example, if you had 2 throwing
axes, you may only use one each turn.
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Card Type

Card Bonus
This card
gives you
+ 8 armour
points.
Item Name
Item
Cost

Special
Abilities

SKILLS – Skills should be acquired in the same way
as purchasing weapons, following the Tier levels.
Skills are to be placed on the right of the
symbol.
You may purchase more than one skill type, these
are to be placed to the right of any previously owned
skills Some skills also come with tokens. When you
use the skill on the card turn over one of the tokens
to indicate that you have used the skill.

Skill card
Dwarf Class
Indicates which
Dwarf can use the
skill.
Skill Name
&Level
Skill
How the skill
works or is used.

Skills may only be used whilst it is your turn. They
can be used before or after any Movement, Mining
or Attacking phase.
If you own a level 1 skill and purchace a level 2 skill
you must only use the level 2 skill.
You may use multiple skills per turn and you cannot
sell Skill Cards back to the Merchant.

ANCIENT SCROLL

Skill
Cost

Token Spaces
Tokens are placed on these spaces, once used they are turned
upside down and are replenished
once used after each map.

When you exit a map with an Ancient Scroll token,
you must trade this for an Ancient Scroll card.
Collect four Ancient Scroll cards to win the game!

Note: All cards special abilities take precedence over the rules found in this booklet.
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Dice
All the dice in this game have different numbers on them to balance out the weapons and damages
dealt when mining and attacking. This shows you all the denominations on each die.
The Directional and Distance dice are mainly only used by the Dwarven Bombard which will be
explained later under Explosives Damage section.
1,1,0,0,0,0

0,0,0,0,0,6

1,1,1,1,0,0

2,2,2,0,0,0

1,1,2,2,3,0

1,2,3,4,5,6

2,2,3,3,3,4

1,1,1,1,1,2

Directional Dice

Distance Dice
D1,D1,D2,D2,D3,D3

GAME boards

Scene Game Board
Place this board in the
center of your table.
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Top Game Board

Place this board ontop of
the Scene Game Board.

Game Boards Setup
This is how your Game
Boards should look once setup.

Tokens & Markers
Various Gold Tokens

Coal Token

Ruby Token

Iron Token

Monster Token

Exit Token

Ancient
Scroll Token

Weak Rock
Skill Token

Collection Orb
Skill Token

Hidden Passages
Skill Token

Back of Loot Tokens

Rock Dust Token

Pickpocket
Skill Token

Back of Skill Tokens

Controlled Cave-in
Skill Token

Heros Rage
Skill Token
Sabotage
Skill Tokens

Life Points
Markers

Armor Points
Markers

Movement Points
Markers

When picking up tokens tokens, you must be standing in an adjacent space to the token you wish to
take, unless other wise stated on a card.
All mined tokens are kept in your Backpack, Leather Bag and Treasure Chest. its advised that they
should be kept upside down so other players cannot see them.
Exit tokens should be placed on the space that they are found and for infomation on Monster tokens
please read The Monster section.
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GAME SETUP
INITIAL SETUP
Place the Bottom game board in the centre of your table and place the Top game board on top of,
it as seen on the previous page.
Sort the tokens into piles of the same type and value, this is now the Merchants token store.
Divide the Mine Maps into four stacks Easy, Medium, Hard and Nightmare. Shuffle each pile and
place them on the table facing down.
Sort the weapon cards into separate stacks according to Dwarf class.
Do the same for the Skill and Item cards. We suggest for you to make separate Item piles for
Armors, Shields, Boots, Runes, Fires etc. to make it easier to see. This is now the Merchants
store. This is where you will buy all your items and skills.
DWARF SELECTION AND SETUP
Choose the Dwarf you want to play as. Keep in mind that each Dwarf benefits from different
skills and mining/attacking styles.
Place the corresponding player board in front of the game board.
Each player takes 1x
1x
1x
and places it on the corresponding highlighted
space on the player board. This is your base Life, Armor and Movement points.
Each player then takes 1x

and places it in their backpack.

A player then turns over the top easy map.
MAP SETUP
Place the Rocks, Fires and Granite in the locations shown on the map. (The height of the rocks is
shown on the map conditions.)
The tokens shown on the map must be taken from the token store shuffled and placed facing down
in a new pile. This becomes the map loot.
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TURN ORDER
Each player rolls the
. The player who rolls the highest number goes first. If there’s a tie, roll
again until there is a winner.
The player who rolled the highest number at the start of the game or exits the map first has a slight
advantage over the other players as they get to purchase new cards and select the next level of map
to be played. (The first map to be played must be an easy map.)
The turn moves in a clockwise direction until all players have purchased the items they require.

Type of Phases
Once the Map has been set up the game play inside the mine is divided into the following phases.
PURCHASING PHASE – Once you have selected a new map, you may purchase new weapons,
items and skills. Just make sure your purchases are for your Dwarven class.
All players must buy a weapon on their first turn to ensure they can mine the rock in the first map.
When buying Weapons, Items or Skills you must have enough Gold in your Backpack, Leather Bag
or Treasure Chest. Pay the Merchant the equivalent value indicated at the bottom of the card. Some
cards do not necessarily require Gold Tokens to buy them and can be bought using other tokens or
items.

=

or
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MOVEMENT PHASE – This is when you move your chosen Dwarf. You may move less than or
equal to the movement points you have. For example the Dwarven Thief starts of with 3 movement
points in the picture below this shows the Dwarven Thief moving 2 spaces meaning he may still
move one more.
You may increase your movement points by purchasing footware.from the Merchant.

If you move onto a Fire piece, you will receive damage. The damage points will be shown on the
chosen mine map card. Damage affects your Life Points and ignores your Armor points.
Note: You may not walk over rocks unless otherwise stated.
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MINING PHASE – Note: In a turn, you may only attack or mine. You cannot do both actions in a
single turn unless you are using an item as well as your weapon.
Your Dwarf must be facing and adjacent to the rock you want to mine. To mine rocks, roll the die
shown on your weapon.
For example.If your weapons dice showed a
and you rolled a 2, then you may remove 2 rock
pieces from the chosen mined location,(See Example 1 below.)
If your weapons dice showed
and you rolled a total of 4, then you may remove 4 rocks. The
first rock/s that you can mine must be the ones you’re facing, then you may choose which additional
adjacent rocks to mine. Once you have completely mined a single space you may pick one token at
random from the map loot. (see Example 2 below)
If you rolled a 0, then you have missed the rock and may not remove any rock peices.
		

Example 1				

x
x

Example 2

x

+1

x
x
x

Special abilities on weapons, items and skills may be used before or after your original roll.
If you have successfully mined a token that is not a Monster or an Exit then place your new token in
your Backpack, Leather Bag or Treasure Chest.
It is advised that you place this token upside down so that your fellow players do not know what you
have mined, as loot may be stolen from you.
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Granite may not be mined unless otherwise stated on a weapon, item and/or skill card.
Once you have mined, you may not move unless stated on a card you own.
If you have mined an Exit Token, that token is placed on the mined area facing up, so all players
can see it. If a player wishes to leave and end the map, they must walk on the Exit Token. The map
round is finished and any unclaimed tokens in the map loot pile are returned to the merchant.
ATTACKING PHASE – Your Dwarf must be facing and adjacent to the Dwarf you want to attack.
When attacking, if you are also adjacent to a rock, you cannot carry over any damage from a Dwarf/
Monster to a Rock or vice-versa See below example.

x

or

x

If the Dwarven Miner rolls a 3 damage,
all 3 damage must be dealt to the
Dwarven Thief. You may not deal 2
damage to the thief and 1 to the rock or
Vice versa when mining. You may not
deal 1 damage to the Rock and 2 damage
to the Thief.

However if you are playing as the Dwarven Bombard or the monster Deep Roc, this rule slightly
differs as you can deal damage to various spaces on the map. Meaning you can hit multiple locations
at the same time. You must still be facing the correct direction that you wish to mine or attack as the
directional die needs a fixed starting direction..
MAP SELECTION PHASE – Once a player has walked onto the Exit Token the previous map has
ended and a new map must be selected. This is ALWAYS selected by the player who walked onto
the Exit token
Sometimes it can be beneficial to strategically leave a map as soon as you have found the best loot
and sometimes its best to carry on mining the map even after the Exit token has been located.
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Loot
NOT ENOUGH SPACE – When finding tokens in the map or winning tokens from other Dwarves,
you may find that you do not have enough storage space for them. In this event, you may choose to drop
tokens onto the game board in the same space where you last received tokens. These may then be
picked up by other players
LOSING LOOT – Loot may be stolen from your Backpack or Leather Bag or Treasure chestby the
Thief. Sometimes, it is wise to keep valuable possessions in your Treasure Chest as this is harder to
steal from. Other times, you may not want to hide your Gold in to attempt to lure the Thief to you.
You may also loose loot by being knocked out by a Monster or Player. In this instance you would
loose 2 of your tokens choosen at random by your attacker.

Knocking out AN OPPONENT
PLAYER VS PLAYER – When knocking out an opponent Dwarf, you must first bring their Armor
Points down to 0 before causing damage to their Life Points.
If you manage to knock out a player you may then take 2 of their tokens at random. If you find that
you do not have enough room to hold these tokens, you may choose to drop 2 tokens from your loot
and place them on the space where you knocked out your opponent.
Once a player has been knocked out, the Dwarf is removed from the map and then sits out the rest of
the round. They will then return after the map has ended.
THE LAST DWARF STANDING – If you manage to knock out all Dwarves in the map and any
Monsters that may have been found, The map is then over and the last dwarf standing gets a portion
of the remaining map loot. This Dwarf then gets to Purchace itmes from the merchant first and choose
the next map level.
Medium Map = 4 tokens chosen at random
Hard Map = 5 tokens chosen at random
Nightmare Map = 6 tokens chosen at random
If there is not enough remaining loot in the map, you will only receive what is left.
The last remaining Dwarf does not need to have any space in his Backpack, Leather Bag or Treasure
Chest to hold this loot.
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PLAYER VS MONSTER -If a player manages to kill a Monster, they will receive all of the loot that
Monster was holding.
If a Monster knocks out a Dwarf. that Dwarf is removed from the map and does not return until the
map has ended. In addition, the Monster must randomly take into possession 2 tokens from the Dwarf
it has just knocked out. If it does not have room to hold them, then the 2 tokens are left on the space
where the Dwarf was knocked out.

Monsters
FINDING A MONSTER – If a
has been found, a
is rolled. The Monster that is found
is dependant on the outcome of the number rolled.
1 = Tremor Worm
2 = Cragtraw
3 = Stalagtroll
4 = Deep Roc
5 = You will find a TRAP and will obtain damage equal to a single roll of your Weapon Die without
any of its special abilities.
6 = You will find

(This must be taken from the merchant and not from the map loot.)

NOTE: If you happen to find two of the same monsters inside the same map you must reroll until a
new monster has been found.
SETTING UP THE MONSTER - Once a Monster has been chosen, The monster miniture is then
placed on the space where the monster token had been found. Set up the Monster’s board to the left
of the player who found it. Place 1 token of each

on the corresponding spaces on

the Monster board. Also, place any loot showing on the Monster board on the corrosponding spaces.
(Take the loot from the Merchant).
PLAYING AS THE MONSTER - The Monster is then played by the player to the left of the
Monster board until it is either killed, knocks out all of the remaining Dwarves or a Dwarf exits the
20 map.

Once the monster has been set up,. Make sure to read all of the Monster’s special abilities indicated
on the board as all monsters differ.
Once discovered, the monster will attack the nearest player to it. If there are two players of equal
distance, roll a
The player with the lowest roll will be attacked. This is repeated on each of the
Monsters turns.

Monster PLAYER BOARDs
Monster Name
Attack Dice
Indicates which dice to
use when the monster
attacks.
ie. This monster will roll
one purple and one grey
die when attacking.
Life Points
A heart token is placed
on the Monster’s
maximum health.

Special Ability
This is where the
monsters special
abilitys are written.
Make sure you read the
abilities when playing
as the monster.
Movement Points
A boot token is placed
on the gold triangle.
Token Storage
When this monster is spawned, it
starts with a 20 Gold token and a
Ruby token.

Note: When a Monster is in play it may earn gold tokens from killing Dwarfs, the Monster shown
above has 6 total token spaces meaning it can earn an additional 4 tokens.
If a player manages to kill a monster, they will receive all the loot that monster was holding.
If a monster kills a player, the Dwarf is removed from the map and does not return until the map has
ended. In addition, the monster must randomly take into possession 2 tokens from the Dwarf it has
just killed If he does not have room to hold them, then the 2 tokens are left on the space where the
Dwarf was killed.
Monsters may not walk on fire, if a monster is trapped by Fire or Granite it may not move. It may not
walk over Exit tokens
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Explosive Damage
DIRECTION – When attacking or mining with the Dwarven Bombard, you will usually
need to roll a
. This Direction Die has 5 possible outcomes:

The arrow represents the direction your Dwarf is
facing. The flat lines around it represent one of
the directions you may choose from when using
your weapon.
For example, the Dwarf is facing down on the
map and has rolled

. This means the Dwarf

may attack any one of the 3 spaces in front of

x

x

him (Marked with X in the example oppisite.)
DISTANCE – When attacking and mining with
the Dwarven Bombard, multiple rocks and/or
enemies can be hit at once. There are 3 different
possible outcomes: D1, D2, and D3.
D1 = 1 space D2 = 2 spaces D3 = 3 spaces
On most of Bombard’s weapons, a distance die
is used. This die shows you how many spaces
obtains damage.
For example, you rolled a D3, you would hit all
spaces marked with an X. (see example oppisite.)
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x

x

x

x

DIRECTION – Let’s say the Bombard’s current weapon is below.
Rolls a

The Bombard can either hit the front, back left or back right.

Rolls a D2 - The Bombard can deal damage to 2 spaces in a straight line.
Rolls a 2 - 2 damage points are dealt to each space.
If the Bombard decides to inflict damage straight ahead, damage points will be dealt to the rocks
marked with an X.
Top View 					

x

Side View

x
x

x

x
x

Note: When a complete stack has been mined, a token is earned from the Map Loot, However if a
complete stack is mined that you are not adjacent too, a token is choosen from the loot pile, placed
upside down on the mined location. Do not look at the token.There is a chance that token may then
be picked up by other players.
EXPLOSIVES VS PLAYERS – If there was a player in the second space away from the Bombard,
then 2 damage points will be dealt to the rocks directly in front of him (2 rocks will be removed) and
the opposing player will also obtain 2 damage points.

x
x
x
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How to win
ANCIENT SCROLL TOKENS – These are the most precious tokens in the game. If you
manage to leave a mine map with one of these in your possession, then you may trade it with the
Merchant for a Ancient Scroll card. Collect 4 pieces of the Ancient Scroll to win the game.
But be careful as these can be stolen from you either by being killed or by the theif picking your
pocket. You do not get an Ancient scroll card if you have not left the map with the token either in
your Backpack, Leather Bag or Treasure Chest.
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